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EURIPIDES, TROADES 442 REVISITED
In a recent note in this journal1, Gerson Schade argues that the phrase l¤mnhw
Ïdvr (Tr. 442), used by Cassandra in the course of her prediction of the trials awaiting Odysseus, should be taken as indicating the Stygia palus, and not ‘the sea’, as it
is usually understood to mean. The whole expression kékfug∆n l¤mnhw Ïdvr, then,
Schade maintains, would refer to Odysseus’ successful negotiation of his Underworld experience, not to his ‘escape’ from the many dangers of the sea which he
encountered on his way home to Ithaca.
Schade emphasises that on all other occasions in which the word l¤mnh occurs
in tragic trimeters it means ‘lake’, and he suggests that the burden of proof lies with
anyone who wishes to have it mean ‘sea’ in this passage. He also argues that his interpretation avoids what he regards in the usual reading as a blatant pleonasm, out
of character with the sketchy narrative style of the passage as a whole, by which two
expressions (kékfug∆n l¤mnhw Ïdvr, and mol≈n in line 443) would be used to refer
to Odysseus’ homecoming.
Schade’s arguments are, however, debateable. To begin with, his own reading
of line 442 would involve an overly wordy reference to the Underworld experience
(z«n e‰sÉ §w ÜAidou kékfug∆n l¤mnhw Ïdvr), which, it can be argued, would be even
less desirable in an impressionistic narrative than the pleonasm to which he objects
in the usual reading. Secondly, while it is certainly true that the ‘lake’ or ‘marsh’ idea
is closely associated with the Underworld in general, and can even ‘stand’ for the
Underworld itself, Odysseus’ experience in Od. 11 does not in itself involve a lake.
The geography of the Odyssean Underworld is certainly rather confused, especially
with regard to its waterways, as Schade notes2. However, no reader of Od. 11 could
possibly say that the successful outcome of the hero’s adventure could be described as an escape from the ‘lake’. That would not be the appropriate way for Euripides to evoke the conclusion of the Nekyia.
For these reasons, then, Schade’s position seems open to question. What,
though, of the point, if l¤mnh here does mean ‘sea’, that it would be the only example of the use of the word with this meaning in tragic trimeters? K. H. Lee seems
already to have provided the answer. Noting that the word is often used of the sea
in Homer, he writes: “Perhaps the unusual usage is due to the fact that it occurs
within a précis of events originally described by Homer”3. This seems eminently
sensible. Troades in general evokes Homer in a wide range of aspects, both verbal
and situational4. The allusions are mainly to the Iliad, of course, but the Odyssey is

1) Gerson Schade, Euripides, Troades 442, RhM 141 (1998) 206–8.
2) Schade (above, n. 1) 207 n. 2.
3) K.H. Lee (ed.), Euripides. Troades (London 1976), note ad loc.
4) There is little direct verbal allusion as such, on which see Richard Garner,
From Homer to Tragedy (London and New York 1990) 165 and 253 n. 3. However,
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also involved, especially in the spectre of the reconciliation of Menelaus and Helen,
as seen in Od. 4, which hangs over the Helen/Hecuba ég≈n5.
A Homeric linguistic feature in Cassandra’s prophetic and stylistically unusual utterance would be quite unexceptional.
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the commentaries of Lee (above, n. 3), S. A. Barlow, Euripides. Trojan Women (Warminster 1986), and W. Biehl, Euripides. Troades (Heidelberg 1989) note a range of
passages whose language strongly recalls the Homeric texts in various ways. In addition, a significant Homeric connection is provided by the use of themes involving
ships, walls and fire in particular, and the figures of Poseidon, Cassandra, Talthybius, Andromache, Astyanax, Hecuba, Menelaus, Helen and the dead Hector,
and situations relating to these figures.
5) Virtually no critic agrees with the view expressed by M. Lloyd, The Helen
Scene in Euripides’ Troades, CQ 34 (1984) 303–13, specifically 304, that what happens in Od. 4 is totally irrelevant to the ég≈n in Troades. Lloyd, in fact, modifies his
earlier position in his book, The Agon in Euripides (Oxford 1992) 99 – 112.

DE DUOBUS LOCIS HORATIANIS ARISTIPPO
PENDENTIBUS
Horatium Aristippi philosophiam nosse rationemque vitae Cyrenaicae laudasse ex ipsius poetae verbis conicere facile est; qua de re, vir huius temporis lingua
Latina eruditissimus, A. Traina, optime disseruit1. Neque haec fefellerat virum
doctissimum G. Perrotta2. Sunt tamen duo loci quos tractare velim. Plutarchus
Chaeronensis, in libello qui De curiositate inscribitur, cum nimiam in rebus nullius
ponderis sollertiam hominum opprobrat, tum antiquos philosophos magnis et summis negotiis animum intendentes laudat. De Aristippo Cyrenaeo singillatim haec
tradit3: ka‹ ÉAr¤stippow ÉOlump¤asin ÉIsxomãxƒ sumbal∆n ±r≈ta t¤ Svkrãthw dialegÒmenow oÏtv toÁw n°ouw diat¤yhsi, ka‹ m¤kr’ êtta t«n lÒgvn aÈtoË sp°rmata ka‹
de¤gmata lab∆n oÏtvw §mpay«w ¶sxen, Àste t“ s≈mati sumpese›n ka‹ gen°syai
pantãpasin »xrÚw ka‹ fisxnÒw: êxriw o pleÊsaw ÉAyÆnaze dic«n ka‹
diakekaum°now ±rÊsato t∞w phg∞w ka‹ tÚn êndra ka‹ toÁw lÒgouw aÈtoË ka‹ tØn
filosof¤an flstÒrhsen, ∏w ∑n t°low §pign«nai tå •autoË kakå ka‹ épallag∞nai.
Haec mira Aristippi animi commotio, quae Isomachi verbis effecta est, illum animi
motum Horatii, cum Catii doctrinam audivisset, in memoriam mihi de his rebus
1) A. Traina, Orazio e Aristippo, RFIC 119, 1991, 285–306.
2) G. Perrotta, Orazio, Pan 1935, anno III vol. IV, p. 336–363.
3) Plut. de curiositate, p. 516 C, ed. M. Pohlenz/W. Sieveking, Lipsiae 1929 =
Aristippus, fr. 2 Giann. (Socratis et Socraticorum reliquiae, collegit G. Giannantoni,
vol. II, Napoli 1990).

